All the chemicals normally used in the laboratory

From a single source!

Reagent chemicals...

Matheson, Coleman & Bell Reagent Chemicals include practically all of the items used in research and analytical work. The Reagent Inorganic Chemicals carry upon the label a statement showing the maximum limits of impurities allowed. The Reagent Organic Chemicals are manufactured to pass the specifications shown in our price list. In addition to Reagent Inorganic and Organic Chemicals we offer many items of U.S.P., N.F., Practical and Technical quality.

Complete stocks of MC&B items are carried at our East Rutherford and Norwood plants and are available either through your laboratory supply dealer or from the East Rutherford or Norwood offices.

Our new 8½" x 11" catalog, of over 100 pages, listing 3911 reagent chemicals, biological stains, chemical indicators and solutions will be sent to you upon request.

Matheson Coleman & Bell
Division of the Matheson Co., Inc.

Manufacturing Chemists

East Rutherford, New Jersey
Norwood (Cincinnati), Ohio
New (2nd) Edition!
De Robertis, Nowinski, & Saez —
GENERAL CYTOLOGY

Unusually well-suited to college courses, this text is a synthesis of the most important aspects of cellular structure and function as encountered in man and in animals. It is a modern approach to cytology—considering the now static methods of fixation and staining as well as the "ultrastructure" of the cell.

The authors use methods of physics, chemistry and biochemistry to interpret the nature of intracellular processes and functional significance of cellular structure. Included among the illustrations are some of the finest electronmicrographs ever published.

This New (2nd) Edition is a thorough revision of the text. Changes have been made in sections on physicochemistry of protoplasm, the plasma membrane, and cell enzymes. There are new sections on cell metabolism; the action of radiations and chemical agents in cytogenetics; and plastids. The chapter on cytochemistry of the nucleus has been entirely rewritten. New material, particularly in the realm of ultrastructure and cytochemistry has been included, and more information on plant cells has been added.

By E. D. P. De Robertis, M.D., Head of the Department of Cell Ultrastructure, Institute for the Investigation of Biological Sciences, Montevideo, Uruguay; W. W. Nowinski, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biochemistry, University of Texas Medical School; and Francisco A. Saez, Ph.D., Head of the Department of Cytogenetics, Institute for the Investigation of Biological Sciences, Montevideo. 456 pages, 6" x 9", 162 illustrations.


W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
West Washington Square Philadelphia 5
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The Portable, Complete Electrophoresis Apparatus

An ordinary laboratory bench, without special mountings, is sufficient for the installation of The Perkin-Elmer Tiselius Electrophoresis Apparatus. Precision-ground, achromatic schlieren optics yield sharp, clear patterns. Operating the instrument is so simple that highly trained personnel are not required—a single technician can readily operate two units. Measuring only 63 inches in length, the entire unit weighs 120 pounds and is constructed of heavy aluminum. It operates for several hundred hours under its own power system.

The apparatus is shipped complete and pre-focussed with a 2 cc Tiselius cell 50 mm long, cell holder, ice bath and stirrer, silver-silver chloride electrodes, open-end 250 cc buffer bottles, stainless steel needles for filling the cell, ground glass screen for visual observation of the pattern, and a 3¼" x 4¼" film holder. Double knife-edge and diagonal slit for use with a cylindrical lens are also included.

The dependability, accuracy and simplicity of The Perkin-Elmer Tiselius Electrophoresis Apparatus have made it the choice of hospital and research laboratories throughout the world.

Write today for complete information.

THE PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION
Norwalk, Connecticut

Leading manufacturers of Infrared Spectrometers, Continuous Infrared Analyzer, Universal Monochromator, Flame Photometer, Tiselius Electrophoresis Apparatus, D. C. Amplifiers, and other electro-optical instruments for analysis and research.
More Precision in Air Conditioning

Niagara "Controlled Humidity" Method provides air at precise conditions of temperature and moisture content.

In the range from below 32°F. to 140°F. you may have constant conditions within tolerances of 1°F. and 2% R. H. with control by thermostats alone... simple and inexpensive... no moisture sensitive instruments needed.

This Method uses "HYGROL" liquid absorbent to remove moisture from the air directly. Operation is automatic; the absorbent is re-concentrated, by a new, reliable method, at the same rate as it becomes diluted.

Use it for drying processes, preventing moisture damage to instruments or hygroscopic materials, controlled atmospheres for tests and experiments. Unit capacity ranges up to 20,000 c.f.m.

Write for Bulletins No. 121, 122, 125; address Niagara Blower Co., Dept. SW 405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

NOW IN STOCK

TRIPLE RACK CABINETS FOR PAPER ELECTROPHORESIS
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY
and
CHROMAPHOR SCANNING PHOTOMETER

Complete assembly $525.00

C. A. BRINKMANN & CO.
378-380 Gr. Neck Rd.
Gr. Neck, L. I., N. Y.

When Accuracy is Important

THE CASTLE PRECISION INCUBATOR is designed and built to give you the precise accuracy that is essential in bacteriological work. Construction is of monel metal for lifetime use.

Independent laboratory tests proved these two important facts:

UNIFORMITY: ± ¼°C. Never as much as a degree variation between top and bottom of chamber even when loaded.

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE: ± ¼° to ⅛°C. Never more than a fraction of a degree variation at the thermometer ... despite room temperature fluctuations from 10° to 35°C.

For full details write: Wilmot Castle Co., 1212 University Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y.
The double-barrel benefit of a **TWIN-BEAM** record

**Photographically Recorded—Separately or Simultaneously**

**Phonocardiograms**

* are fully detailed recordings of ALL of the heart sounds and murmurs present. The location, pitch, duration, and intensity of a murmur are reproduced with the same completeness of detail as are the auricular, first and second sounds of the normal record shown above.

**Electrocardiograms**

**TWIN-BEAM Phonocardiograms**

show ALL complexes in small animal 'cardiograms (such as taken on a mouse) **clearly and accurately.**

This new, high deflection speed also permits **added accuracy** in research and clinical human 'cardiography.

**TWIN-BEAM Electrocardiograms**

**PLUS Electrical Auscultation**

Cardiac sounds and murmurs are heard with the TWIN-BEAM exactly as with an acoustic stethoscope.

**TWIN-BEAM CARDIETTE**

For descriptive literature and a complete outline of these and many other advantages for the **TWIN-BEAM** user, address

**SANBORN CO.** Cambridge 39, Mass.
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CARBOHYDRATES

Alcohols
- i-Erythritol
- i-Fruuctose
- Lactitol Dihydrate
- D-Mannitol (Mannite)
- Melibiitol
- Perseltol (D-Manno-D-Gala-Hepitol)
- D-Rhamnitol
- D-Sorbitol Hydrate (Sorbite)
- Xylitol
d-Xylitol

Monos, Monosaccharides, Aldoses, Ketoses
- N-Acetyl-Glucosamine
- L-Allose
- L-Arabinose
- D(-) Arabinose
- 1(+) Arabinose
- Beta-d-glucose
- Chloroacetyl-d-Glucose
- Dextrose (Technical Grade)
- d(+) Dextrose C.P. (anhydrous)
- Dihydroxyacetone
- D-Erythrose (syrup)
- L-Erythrose (syrup)
- Esulin
d(-) Fructose (Levulose)
- Fructose 1,6-Diphosphate (Ba Salt)
- Fructose 1,6-Diphosphate (Ca Salt)
- Fructose 1,6-Diphosphate (Mg Salt)
- Fructose-6-Phosphate (Ba Salt)
- L(-) Fucose (Rhodeose)
d(+) Galactose
- L-Galactose
d-Galactose Diethyl Mercapital
- Galactosyl Arabinose
d-alpha-GaHa-Hepose (d-Gluco-d-gulo-heptose)
d-alpha-Glucoseheptose (d-Gluco-d-gulo-heptose)
d-Glucoseheptulose (d-Gluco-d-sorbo-heptose)

Write for your copy today!
Laboratory glassware for chemical stability

Wash Bottles — All-glass construction reduces possibility of contamination. Correctly designed for easy manipulation. Interchangeable tops.

PYREX Beakers — High chemical stability plus heat resistance assures safety and accuracy in all analytical work. Style illustrated includes handle for ease in carrying.

Condensers — High temperature condensates are corrosive. PYREX all-glass condensers assure pure distillations. Sturdy construction for economy, efficient design for speed.

Storage Bottles — For storage of distilled water or other bulk liquids. Protects against pH change. Heavy construction for strength. Sizes 2½, 3½, 5 and 12 gallon.

Three Neck Flasks — Multi-purpose flasks for all types of distillations. Available in many sizes — all combinations of plain necks, joints or ball and socket joints.

PYREX Test Tubes — Chemical stability adds service life by reducing etching. Uniform walls and bottoms plus strong rims for long-time economy.

Fritted Crucibles — Easily cleaned fritted filters of PYREX brand glass No. 7740 provide maximum protection for filtrates. Available in three porosities to cover range of uses.

3 ways chemical stability helps you

First — because PYREX brand glass No. 7740 has extremely high chemical stability, it will not contaminate reagents. Nor will it be affected by even hot acids (except hydrofluoric).

Second — it offers maximum protection against pH change. Therefore, PYREX brand equipment is best for projects which call for long-term storage of reagents during tests.

Third — chemical stability adds usefulness to PYREX ware in another way. You can use either wet or dry sterilization methods without worrying about clouding or etching.

Besides, PYREX brand glass No. 7740 possesses high thermal and physical strength. Its low coefficient of expansion permits heavier construction and extra reinforcement at points of stress and wear.

All in all, PYREX glassware gives you better, safer, longer service. It is the most economical you can use.

The items shown on this page, and hundreds more, are stocked by your Corning Laboratory Glassware Dealer. Phone him for all your laboratory needs ... he's always ready to be helpful.

CORNING GLASS WORKS Corning N. Y.

Corning means research in Glass
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PAPER ELECTROPHORESIS

Reproducibility and resolution to new high standards are achieved in the Spinco Durrum-type Paper Electrophoresis Apparatus.

Permitting a standardized and convenient technique, the new system is completely integrated—from the precise application of metered samples to the automatic chart-recording of final results.

Usable by clinical and research personnel without special training, this system will provide definitive and reproducible results on a routine basis.

SPECIALIZED INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
BELMONT 5, CALIFORNIA
Wine as Food and Medicine

An impartial study and analysis of those elements of wine and wine-partaking which can be scientifically measured, as well as discussions of the psychotherapeutic effects of wine.

By SALVATORE P. LUCIA, M.D., Sc.D., Professor of Medicine, Chairman, Division of Preventive Medicine, University of California

This NEW book is a serious report on the uses of wine as a food and as a medicant, written after many years of experimental work and research. Beginning with a discussion of the chemical constituents of wine, the author next presents information on its physiologic effects, such as absorption, metabolism and also psychologic results. The chapter on wine as food contains historic and present data with reports of experimental work on the caloric value, mineral value and energy value. Of primary importance are the detailed descriptions of the action of wine upon the various organ systems and its effects on some specific diseases, such as catarrhal fevers and inflammations, intestinal disorders, pneumonia and bronchitis of the aged, typhoid fever, malaria, and dysentery. The concluding chapter is an interesting and scholarly presentation of historic data on various types of wine. 149 Pages........................................... $3.00

THE BLAKISTON COMPANY, INC., Garden City, New York

Please send me for 10-day free examination* ......... copies of:
Lucia's WINE AS FOOD AND MEDICINE ........................ $3.00
☐ Charge  ☐ Check Encl.  ☐ Money Order Encl.

BE SURE TO FILL IN ABOVE AND BELOW

NAME ____________________________  (Please PRINT)

ADDRESS ______________________________________________________

CITY ______________________ ZONE STATE ____________________

ORDER HERE

*Examination privileges available ONLY in Continental U.S.A.
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Model LS-2, with all these advantages, only $304.50

Easiest operation ever
Fine focus knob in hand-at-rest position • Glide motion focus, drift-free; ball bearings and rollers throughout, for long life • Fingertip-twirl operation of all controls.

Dependable accuracy
Fine focus, with 1-micron divisions • Ball bearing stage, factory centered, graduated in single degrees • Ball bearing nosepiece—identical repeat settings (Centering nosepiece optional at extra cost) • Pre-set polaroid polarizer, with iris diaphragm.

Finest image quality
Entire optical system is dust-proof, including polaroid analyzer and accessory slot • Strain-free, achromatic objectives • Uniform light on full field. Opti-lume illuminator (optional at slight extra cost) — instantly interchangeable with mirror; use attached or separate. Stage stays cool, even with integral illuminator.

MODEL LI-4
Dustproof Bertrand lens, new centering nosepiece, graduated polarizer.

MECHANICAL STAGE
One of many new accessories. Adaptable for point counting.

FAR MORE MICROSCOPE FOR YOUR MONEY

In this complete new line you'll find time-saving features, convenience advantages never before attainable in a polarizing microscope. Look, for example, at the many benefits you get with the Model LS-2... unequalled in this lowest-price range... exclusive with Bausch & Lomb Polarizing Microscopes, the world's finest.